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Abstract: This study was conducted in order to compare static and dynamic balance performances of skiers
in alpine discipline, northern discipline and snowboarders.The study covered, on voluntary basis, 20 skiers of
alpine discipline, 20 skiers of northern discipline and 20 snowboarders at the age of 12-15, who participated in
Turkish Championship – 60 in total. The participating athletes were measured for their body weight, body
height and dynamic and static balance performances. Static balance was measured by means of the Flamingo
Balance Test. Dynamic balance was measured by means of the Star Balance Test (SBT).One-way analysis of
variance was used to compare the groups. The Tukey test was applied as the Multiple Comparison Test. Level
of significance was considered as p<0.05. The study revealed that there is not any significant difference
between the groups even though there arenumerical differences between the groups in terms of body height,
body weight, body mass index and exercise age values (p>0.05). It was found out that there isnot any
statistically significant difference in static performance values of the groups (p>0.05),and the difference between
the alpine discipline skiers and snowboarders in dynamic balance performance isinsignificant (p=0,05)whereas
there isa significant difference in dynamic balance performance values between the northern discipline skiers
and alpine discipline skiers and snowboarders (p=0,001). As a conclusion, balance performance was high in
alpine skiing and snowboarding that are two winter sports where speed is a dominating factor. It is considered
that high balance performance is due to the exercise program implemented and competitions.
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INTRODUCTION It  is considered that balance is a distinguishing

The sport of skiing as the subject of our study is a who do not and contributes positively into physical
popular branch worldwide. This popularity has made development to display the motor skills. It is a well-known
skiing a part of our lives all around the world. As is the fact that balance plays a significant role in successful
case in all other branches of sport, the goal in skiing is to performance of various athletic skills such as switching
be successful, which requires an accurate organization of directions, stopping, starting, holding position, moving
elements that end up in athletic performance. The goal of the objects and maintaining the body in a given position
all athletes is to win the competitions they attend. To this [2]. Balance is a complex process that contains
aim, athletes should be speedy, strong and resilient and coordinated activities of many sensory, motor and
have a good technique. Athletes need therefore to biomechanical components [3]. Balance in sports requires
exercise and practise regularly under the light of loading integration of external and internal inputs. Athletic
elements in order to further improve their performance [1]. performance may not be directly affected when one or two

Exercises include physical, physiological and motor parts of the balance control mechanism are working due
attributes as well as speed and technique that dominate to the fact that multiple sensory inputs are what matters
this branch. Balance, as a basic element turning up in ensuring balance and postural control. Normal balance
athletic efficiency, plays an important role in alpine is probably a component of the ability and coordination
discipline skiing, northern discipline skiing and of an athlete to keep the body in upright position against
snowboarding [1]. gravity forces   [4].  Winter  sports  are categorized into

factor between the athletes who perform well and those
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branches as alpine  discipline,  northern  discipline  and machine and recorded in kg terms.The Body Mass Index
snowboard  according  to  the  areas they are performed (BMI)  was  calculated through the following formula:
in. BMI = body weight (kg) / body height (m ).

The alpine discipline was named after the Alp
Mountains where it was performed for the first time. Flamingo Balance Test: Static balance was measured
Alpine discipline is more difficult than many other sports through the Flamingo Balance Test (FBT) [6,7]. Subjects
in terms of how it is performed and alpine skiers should stepped on a wooden balancing beam that is 50 cm long,
have a high anaerobic strength as well as very high level 4 cm high and 3 cm wide and stood there in balance on
of motor skills such as balance, coordination, strength, one foot.They bended the other leg from the knee, pulled
speed, endurance and mobility [5]. The northern discipline it towards the hip and held it with the hand on the same
was named after the Nordic Countries and Norway in side. The clock was started as the experiment group was
particular where it was first performed. Endurance and in balance this way on one foot and they tried to maintain
aerobic strength dominate this discipline.Snowboard was their balance this way for one minute. The clock was
produced first in 1960s in a shape similar to sledges and stopped when the balance was lost. The clock was
became popular in Europe in early 1970s. Snowboarders resumed as athletes in the experiment group stepped on
are supposed to have very sophisticated motor skills such the  balancing beam back and stood there in balance
as balance, speed, strength, endurance and coordination again. The test was kept on this way for one minute. At
as a whole [5]. the end of the time, each attempt of athletes in the

This study was conducted in order to compare static experiment group to establish balance (after they fell
and dynamic balance performances of skiers in alpine down) was counted and this number was recorded as the
discipline, northern discipline and snowboarders score of the experiment group at the end of the one-

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study covered, on  voluntary  basis,  20  skiers measured through the Star Balance Test (SBT) [6,7].
of alpine discipline,  20  skiers  o f  northern discipline and Subjects stretched over the star-shape image on the floor
20 snowboarders at the age of 12-15, who were qualified having 8 directions at 45-degree angle and the distance
for Turkish Championship – 60 in total. The participating they stretched over was recorded in cm. Before the
athlete read and signed the informed consent form practice, subjects were given 180 seconds to get to know
prepared for them and then were measured as subjects. the test and 120 seconds to rest between two practices.
Before the tests, athletes were briefed about the tests to Furthermore, they were given 5 seconds to stand on two
ensure  a  more  effective  testing.  Athletes  were  given feet between two stretching attempts. The balance score
15 minutes to warm up to get ready for loading. Light was calculated through the formula: distance/leg length x
jogging and stretching exercises were preferred to ensure 100.
a better testing and to avoid any injury during the tests. The  data  was  evaluated  by  means of the IBM
The ID information was used to find the ages of the SPSS Statistics 21 statistical  software  package. The
participating athletes. Their body height was measured by Shapiro-Wilks Test was applied to check whether the data
a height-measuring tool in cm terms and their body weight displayed a normal distribution or not. Measurement
was measured in kg terms by means of an electronic results were presented as arithmetic average ( ) and
weighing machine. Athletes were also measured for their standard deviation (S ). One-way analysis of variance was
balance and their balance scores were calculated [6, 7]. used in comparison of the teams. The Tukey test was
Their  height  was  measured  as  bare-foot,  head-upright, used as the Multiple Comparison Test. Level of
head on Frankfort plane and the measuring table right on significance was taken as p<0.05.
the vertex of head and after a deep inspiration the
distance between vertex of head and base of foot was RESULTS
measured twice and recorded in cm terms in mm accuracy
by means of a Rodi Super Quality brand meter. Body An analysis of Table 1 shows that there was not any
weight measurement was conducted as athletes had their statistically significant difference between the groups in
standard clothes on (shirts and t-shirts) with an error terms of age, height, weight, body mass index and exercise
margin of 100 grby a Premier brand electronic weighing age values (p>0.05).

2

minute period.

Star Dynamic Balance Test: Dynamic balance was

D
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Table 1: Distribution of the Athletes by Physical Attributes

Parameter Group n Mean±S F PD

Age (year) Alpine Discipline 20 13,70 ± 1,26 1,299 0,281
Snowboarders 20 13,95± 1,05
Northern Discipline 20 13,35± 1,22

Height (cm) Alpine Discipline 20 162,15± 8,44 0,591 0,557
Snowboarders 20 158,55 ± 8,40
Northern Discipline 20 159,45± 9,36

Body Weight (kg) Alpine Discipline 20 56,80 ± 6,76 0,274 0,762
Snowboarders 20 55,25± 7,86
Northern Discipline 20 55,70± 5,63

BMI (kg/(m) Alpine Discipline 20 21,61± 1,86 0,158 0,8542

Snowboarders 20 21,73± 2,45
Northern Discipline 20 21,97± 1,79

Training Years (year) Alpine Discipline 20 3,10± 1,51 0,713 0,495
Snowboarders 20 2,65± 1,18
Northern Discipline 20 3,05± 1,19

Table 2: Distribution of the Athletes by Balance Performance of Groups

Parameters Group n Mean±S F PD

Static balance (adet/dk) Alpine Discipline 20 1,45 ±1,66 1,631 0,205a

Snowboarders 20 2,40 ±2,28a

Northern Discipline 20 2,50 ±2,09a

Dynamic Balance Alpine Discipline 20 2,61 ±1,44 7,912 0,001**a

Snowboarders 20 3,37 ±1,75a

Northern Discipline 20 4,85 ±2,15b

The difference between the groups on the same column but bearing different letters is significant(p<0.01)a,b

As we analyzed Table 2, we observed that there isnot Erkmen suggested in a study on individuals who
any statistically-significant difference between the groups actively do sports that dominant, non-dominant and dual-
in terms of static performance values (p>0.05).As for the leg static balance scores are significantly different in
dynamic balance performance, there was not any basketball and gymnastics. There was also a significant
significant difference between alpine skiers and difference between basketball and gymnastics and
snowboarders (p=0,205) whereas the northern discipline gymnastics and football in terms of the dynamic balance
skiers differed significantly from alpine skiers and score. In dominant and dual leg static balance scores,
snowboarders (p=0,001). there were significant differences between basketball and

DISCUSSION significant difference in non-dominant leg static balance

In this study which was conducted to examine static was no significant difference in dynamic balance score
and dynamic balance performance of alpine skiers, between the branches [9]. Learning and practicing a sport
northern discipline skiers and snowboarders, it was found for a long time improves both static and dynamic postural
that there isnot any difference between the groups in control in daily life activities [10]. Moreover, it is reported
terms of static balance performance levels (p>0.05), that exercise programs improves the lower extremity
whereas there was a significant difference in their dynamic muscular strength, reduces the reaction time by
balance performances (p=0,001). When we compared the preserving flexibility of joints and improves balancing
findings of this study with the existing literature, we performance thereby [11]. Polat [12] conducted a study on
observed both differences and similarities. the impact of five-week abdominal balancing exercises on

Cote et al. [8] stated that postural control and dynamic balance of tennis players and suggested that
dynamic balance is essential for an appropriate abdominal balance and dynamic balance are important
performance in daily life and sports. components   in   tennis.   He   concluded   that     central

gymnastics and basketball and football and there was

score only between basketball and gymnastics while there
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